Award for scientific contributions on topics of equality and diversity

Please fill every part in legible capital letters

Personal information

Name
Surname
Address
City
NAP
E-mail address

Current status at USI

Former USI student
PhD student
Post-Doc
Other

Faculty and Study programme or Institute of affiliation

Degree held from USI

Start and end date of the study programme at USI

Year of graduation from USI

Thesis supervisor/Line manager

Characteristics of the submitted paper

The work submitted for participation to the award is a:

- Master thesis
- PhD thesis
- Scientific paper

Full bibliographic reference of the submitted Master thesis, Doctoral thesis or scientific paper (accepted for publication or published):

For a Master or Doctoral thesis: please provide full date of the defense


For a scientific paper: please provide full date of the paper acceptance or publication


Motivation for submissions: please explain, in a concise fashion, why and how the thesis or the paper submitted is relevant to the topics indicated in the call.

Disclaimer

I confirm that I have read and accepted the conditions of participation indicated in the 2020 Call and that the information provided in this form are complete and truthful.

By signing this form, I request to participate to the competition for the award of the prize of CHF 2,000 for scientific contributions on issues of equality and diversity.

Place and Date

Signature

Annexes

- The thesis or scientific paper
- Abstract of the thesis or paper
- CV of the author

Submission

This form and the annexes must be sent by Monday 15 June 2020 in electronic form to equality@usi.ch.